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We are working in full on #Harvest2019!

The weather before the beginning of the harvest was a rollercoaster showing extreme temperatures,
going from days with 5ºC in Gualtallary to other days with 38ºC in Lujan de Cuyo. We carried out a very
strict control on the ripeness of the grapes, to determine the exact date in which they would be ready for
harvest, and specially to avoid an excessive sugar level. Therefore we were able to follow our early
harvest philosophy and began picking up our Lujan de Cuyo Malbec on the 19th February and the Bonarda
on the 26th February. The harvest on the Uco Valley began on the same 26th, and we are still picking up
grapes! The ants keep working non-stop!

We have a new label for our Malbec Clasico!!
The updated design will be available from the 2018 vintage wines forward.
We are very enthusiastic about this new design, since we believe it truly communicates Altos Las
Hormigas values: sophistication and authenticity, tradition and innovation; values with a strong dialectic
tension between them. We aimed for a label that speaks about Argentina in an elegant style, since
sophistication is an important part of our message; but this is a sophistication that is not related to luxury
and also makes a difference with stablished European wine labels.

Tim Atkin, the award-winning wine writer and Master of Wine, shared a tasting of our latest vintages
with our winemaker Leo Erazo at Jardin Altamira, our vineyard in the Uco Valley. Tim was able to
appreciate the growth and evolution of the vineyard, after only a year has passed since he last visited us.
We look forward to this year’s “Argentina Report”, with Tim’s comments on our vineyard and wines.

Wines of Argentina (WofA) invited 15 Master Sommeliers, who belong to the Court of Master Sommelliers
(Chapters Europe & Americas), to come and learn about Argentina’s wine producing regions. The MS
arrived from countries such as the United States, England, China, Australia, Germany, Poland and
Singapore. The visit included educational seminars that focused on the diversity of regions, terroirs and
styles argentine wines can offer. Our Malbec Organic Terroir Luján de Cuyo was included in the
seminar about organic, biodynamic and natural wines, a category that is becoming everyday more
relevant for Argentina.

Keep up on the latest news and scores on our wines!
Enter our website and go to our NEWS & PRESS section, where we publish reviews from wine media
around the world.
Find out about the latest scores we received from the 2019 Descorchados Guide, as well as Wine
Spectator (USA), Decanter (UK) and Adega (Brazil) magazine! Click here and get the scoop.
Watch out for new scores and the progress of #Harvest2019 also on our social media:
Facebook: AltosLasHormigasWinery
Twitter: @ALHMalbec
Instagram: @altoslashormigas
Follow the Ants!
-The Altos Las Hormigas team
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